we say that the series 230° 0"0"(íc) is the Hermite series of f(x), and write oo (1.1.6) /(*) ~ E «-*»(*)■ n=0 1.2. The present paper is concerned with the problem of finding sufficient conditions under which a given series of Hermite functions is a Hermite series in the above sense. The results, which are summarized in III, also apply (with some evident minor changes) to series of Hermite polynomials.
In IV we give examples which show that, in a certain sense, our results are the best possible.
II. Notations, definitions 2.1. We put (2.1.1) «(*) -f e-^du, ß(x) = e^i2a(x).
J -»00
Then the equation (2.1.2) y'(at) -(*2 + l)y(*) = 0, which arises by equating the left member of (1.1.3) to zero, has ß(x) and ß( -x) as linearly independent solutions. It should be noted here that a( -x) =J"e~u2du, and that a(x)-\-a( -x) =a(+ <») =7r1/2.
Generalized Hermite operators. Consider a function F(t), defined in
a neighborhood of the point x. Given h>0, there exists a unique function y{t) =y(t; F, h) which is a solution of (2.1.2) and is such that (2.2.1)
We put
and define
provided the limit exists. A*F(x) and A*F(x) are defined likewise, with lim sup and lim inf in place of lim.
From the representation y(t\ F, h)=c${t)-\-c${-t) we obtain the explicit formula
where I(a, b)=a{b)-a(a). If F is bounded in a neighborhood of x, (2.2.4)
can be written
-h2(x'-+ 1)(F(*+ *) +F(x-Ä))/4 + 0(£3) (Ä-*0), from which it follows that AF(x) = F"(x) -(x2 + l)F(x) if F"(x) exists. Hence we call A a generalized Hermite operator. In particular, we note that (1. 
provided /£ff0. The operator £2 is the inverse of A (this statement will be made more precise in 5.4 and in Theorem 1).
2.4. Poisson sums. Suppose the series Zc° an<j>n(x)rn converges, for O^r <1, to /(x, r). Then the functions /*(x)=lim supr^i f(x, r) and /*(x) = lim infr^i/(x, r) are called the upper and lower Poisson sums respectively of the series XcT a"<f>"(x). 
III. Main results
Thus the continuity condition imposed on F in Theorems 3 and 5 is violated in this example.
V. The operator ß
Let/E-río-Then Of (see 2.3) has the following properties:
5.1. Qf is continuous. where p and c are fixed, c>0. To prove (5.7.1), we note that '/.' lim 2cx1~î'e" I t"e-etdt=l.
The bound for the error term then follows from the recursion formula
Taking c=l, p -0 in (5.7.1), we obtain asymptotic formulas for /?( -x) as x->+», and for ß(x) as x->-». Substitution of these formulas into (2.3.2) shows that fi/(x) is finite for all x. Let x be fixed, and suppose z>x. Then, by (2.3.1) and (2.3.2),
Denoting the three terms on the right of (5.7.2) by A, B, C, it is easily seen
Since k(z, t)-k(x, t)=0{z -x), we have lim,,* B = 0. We thus obtain the value of the right-hand derivative of ß/(x). Taking z<x, the same value is obtained for the left-hand derivative. This proves 5.2, and also 5.1.
Considering k(x, t) as a function of x alone, with t fixed, k(x, t) satisfies (2.1.2) for X9¿t. Hence Ahk(x, t)=0 for \x-t\ >h. 5.3 follows.
Next, let E be the set of points x at which -f f(t)ß(t)dt = f(x)ß(x) and -f f(t)ß(-t)dt = -f(x)ß(-x).
dxJ-^a dxJx
The complement of E is of measure zero. For x on E, we write (2.3.2) in the form^ü
and verify by direct differentiation that
5.4 follows.
Before proceeding to the proof of 5.5, let us put
J -00
Ht.
We wish to prove that, for fixed p^O, (5.7.4) gp(x) = (2p + 2)-1e-*2i2\x\p(l+0(x-1)) (*->±«).
Suppose x>0, and split the integral in (5.7.3) into three parts: /"«,=/"" +/o+/". Denoting these three integrals by A, B, C respectively, and using (5.7.1), we obtain a(t)\t\Ht = Oix-ie-**'2),
Q0
/00 1 /* °°a{-t)fdt < -e*2'2 I e-^tv-Ht = 0(x"-2<r*2/2).
The major contribution is due to -B = ir-V2ß(-x) f a(t)tHt There exists S>0 such that/(/)<?« for |x -1\ <5. By (5.7.6), Hence lim Aho>{x<¡) / h}î0 as & tends to zero through a properly chosen sequence {hn}. For this sequence, (2.2.5) holds, and we conclude that
Since w attains a maximum at x0, the last inequality implies that/¿(«; x0) =0, which contradicts (6.2.2). Hence H7« is A-convex in ( -», » ). Since u" is bounded and vanishes outside a finite interval, un^Hp. By 5.5, it follows that WnÇzHp, which, by 6.4, implies that Wn(x) ^0. Hence
Since un->/ p.p. monotonically as re->», we may pass to the limit, and obtain F(x) ^ 0/(x) g 0, which shows that ß/G-ff". Since f^0, 5.5 shows that f£:Hp. Noting that 0^A*F(x) iSA*F(x) for all x, the lemma follows.
VII. Proofs of Theorems 1, 2, 3
We shall use the following variation of the Vitali-Carathéodory theorem : show that A*F£HP and A*FEHP.
Let/(x) be a measurable function, defined for all x, such that A*F(x) ^ f(x) g A*F(x).
Then/E-ffpLet {w"(x)} be a sequence associated with/(x) in the sense of 7.1. Put W"(x) = F(x) -Uun(x). Proceeding as above, with Wn and un in place of W and u, we see that Wn is A-convex. Hence, for every x, n, and h (h>0), AhF(x)^AhQun(x). That is, by 5.3,
Since «»-*f p.p. monotonically, we may pass to the limit (taking into account (5.7.6)), and obtain
Approximating/ in a similar fashion by a monotonically decreasing sequence of lower semi-continuous functions, we obtain the last formula with the inequality reversed. Hence
for all x and all h>0. By 6.3, F(x) -ß/(x) =y(x), where y is a solution of (2.1.2). Since FÇzHp and QfÇzHp, it follows that yÇzHp, and therefore y = 0 (no other solution of (2. A/(x, r) + 2 -(rf(x, r)) = 0 (0 è r < 1). dr 8.2 . Suppose now that the hypotheses of Theorem 4 are satisfied. If A* F(xo) = -°o, the first part of the conclusion is trivial. Suppose A* F(xo) > -°o. If F is bounded above near Xo, then F must also be bounded below, for otherwise A*F(xo)= -=0. Hence it suffices to consider the case in which F is bounded below.
Next, A*F(x0) ^/*(xo) will be proved if we can show that the inequality A*F(x0) >m implies /*(x0) ^m for every finite m. By changing a0 and Oi, if necessary, we see that we can assume without loss of generality that Let m(x) be a function which is associated with yix) in the sense of 7.1, such that «G-ffo-Put PF(x) = F(x) -ßw(x). Then, if F is bounded above in a neighborhood of x, Theorem 4, and 5.6, imply
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